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Lecture 8 - Complex Lie algebras and spin a> Is-121

In Lecture 7 we achieved a complete understanding of LYS? e) as an SO (3) - representation,
which was the goal of the subject . However there are a few loose ends :

(1) The characterisation of Hk (S2) as an so (3) -representation was in terms of

operators Lz, Lt which are wmp1ex_ linearcombinations of the actions of

8 "
,
83 JZ c- so (3)

,
so the structure cannotbe neatly described in terms of

elements of so(3) and their action on NHS2) (seep .④ of 4)
.

(2) The functor T : vep ( SO(3)) >
rep (so (3) ) is fully faithful, but we

do notknow if this is an equivalence of categories , that is, we do not know ifevery

representation V is induced by an 5013) representation on V ( see p -④ 4)
.

By the Theorem cited on p .⑤ of LG we know T is an equivalence for any
G which is connected and simply connected .

While a = SO (3) is connected it is

not simply connected, as we will recall below, so the theorem tells us nothing .

(3) Going back to Wigner 's theorem, if we take LYS? e) as lone componentof)
the Hilbert space of a particle (say an election in an atom at the origin ) ,

which representation of so (3) on 1453 E) relates observers in 1133 of

theparticle ? Is it the representation 8- we have spent so much time studying ?

Or is ita more exotic example, and perhaps even only a representation up to

phases (a projective representation ) ?

It is a profound and beautiful fact that all three of these loose ends are part of a single

thread
,
which leads us to discover a new fundamental symmetry of nature and its associated

observable
,
whose quantum number is called spin .



• Observers agree about total angularmomentum

• Fourier dewmp lref MHS ) and " degrees of freedom
"

•

care of IR (Ex )

• Poincare group

Nate • Complete reducibility • construct imepof so (3) outside .

• irreducible as primes • Dsr commutes with everything
• Schur 's lemma

• so(3)① = SUK ) vep ( SUR) ) rep/sub) )
e

r

i f-
rap /so (3) )- xp/50131)

fulfill4 faithful
Sulz) → SO (3)


